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Starwalker Press, United Kingdom, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Saturn, Chiron and the Centaurs - To the Edge and Beyond by
Melanie Reinhart. Part I - Saturn: Time. Heritage and Substance Material on Saturn, planet of the
edge of structure, manifestation and the preservation of what has already been established.
Traditional meanings of Saturn are explored in consideration of our contemporary condition of
rapid change, and how this affects our relationship with our own Saturn. Mythological images
discussed include the Greek Kronos and Pan, Parsifal and the Fool, and the processes of Alchemy
and Karma. The traditional domicile of Saturn is reviewed, its transit cycle explored in detail, and
the final section includes Saturn discussed through the 12 houses. Part II - The Centaurs: Chiron,
Pholus and Nessus Brings ground-breaking new ideas drawn from recent astronomical discoveries
in the outer solar system.Several new celestial objects that behave somewhatlike Chiron have been
catalogued, and officially named Centaurs. This unique compilation presents new material
concerning the orbit cycle of Chiron, and a summary and elaboration of astrological research to
date on Pholus, the second Centaur. In addition, original material on the meaning of...
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A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been printed in an extremely
straightforward way and it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Deondr e Ha ckett-- Deondr e Ha ckett

A top quality publication as well as the font utilized was fascinating to read. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. I am easily
could get a pleasure of looking at a created publication.
-- Scot Howe-- Scot Howe
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